WORK-FAMILY BALANCE: CLARIFYING CONCEPT, POLICY AND RELIGION INPUTS.
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ABSTRACT:
Work-family balance (henceforth, WFB) is the degree to which an individual is able to simultaneously balance emotional and behavioral demands of both paid work and family responsibilities. Due to significant demand on quality service and in child upbringing, balance up between work and family becoming more challenging. At the same time, studies proved that good policy ensures WFB but the account to policy studies is found largely unexplored. The fact that existing concept of WFB policy is more in western setting, bringing the Malaysian policy will add to eastern experience. This study is to investigate what are the policies adopted in relation to WFB from religious perspective and to provide local insight on how Malaysia governs for WFB. By using systematic literature review and official documentation methodology, this study found that although many related policies are introduced, their effectiveness towards achieving WFB and how they co-relate to reduce family conflict are still vague but religiosity and spirituality elements shown positive contribution.
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